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THE COST OF A CYCLE IS A SQUARE

A . CARBONE

Abstract. The logical flow graphs of sequent calculus proofs might contain oriented cycles. For the
predicate calculus the elimination of cycles might be non-elementary and this was shown in [Car96]. For
the propositional calculus. we prove that if a proof of k lines contains n cycles then there exists an acyclic
proof with @(kn+') lines. In particular, there is a polynomial time algorithm which eliminates cycles from
a proof. These results are motivated by the search for general methods on proving lower bounds on proof
size and by the design of more efficient heuristic algorithms for proof search.

$1. Introduction. A formal proof presents an underlying graph structure which
is induced by the flow of its formula occurrences. By applying formal rules one after
the other, one implicitly defines logical relations between the formula occurrences in
a deduction. and by tracing the graph of these relations one usually obtains rather
complicated graphs.
Different formal systems correspond to different properties of such graphs. The
logical graphs of resolution proofs and cut-free proofs for instance, are essentially
trees (or better say, collections of trees), while proofs with cuts might present instead
a quite intricate 'topology'. In particular; they might contain cycles and at times
nested loops. A study of the combinatorial properties of graphs of proofs with cuts
is done in [Car97b].
In [Bus91]. Buss introduces the idea of tracing formula occurrences in a proof
and he calls logicalflow graph the underlying graph structure of a proof. In [Bus93].
Buss observes that logical flow graphs might contain oriented cycles. In [Car971 it
was proved that cut-free proofs are cycle-free and it was sketched there that proofs
containing cuts but no contractions are also cycle-free.
In this paper we will be concerned with oriented cycles but we should notice
however that non-oriented cycles might appear in proofs and even in cut-free ones.
Take for instance any cut-free proof of the pigeon hole principle PHP, (i.e. the
pigeon hole principle relative to n holes: if n + 1 pigeons are placed in one of n
holes. then there is a hole which contains at least two pigeons) written as a sequent
rn+ An where r, is the collection of formulas
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and A, is the collection of formulas
An={pl,jApm,j : l i i < m i n + l , l < j < n }
The p,,,'s are propositional variables representing the fact that the i-th pigeon is
placed in the j-th hole. The number of sequents in any cut-free proof of PHP, is
exponential in n (this was first proved by Haken in [Hak85] for resolution proofs
and the result can be translated in the formalism of the cut-free sequent calculus).
Since the size of the sequent r, + A, is b ( n 3 ) ,the number of axioms in the proof
should be exponential in n and furthermore one can see that there are two atomic
occurrences in the sequent PHP, which have to be linked by an exponential number
of logical paths passing through an exponential number of axioms. (A formal proof
of this fact is given in Proposition 13.) By Haken's lower bound these logical paths
cannot be eliminated and indeed they form an exponential number of unoriented
cycles.
Oriented cycles can always be eliminated in propositional logic by applying the
cut-elimination procedure to the proof but the price to pay for this reduction is (at
times) an exponential expansion of the number of lines of the proof (this is a direct
consequence of [Sta78]). In [Car961 it is shown that the elimination of cycles in
predicate logic requires a non-elementary expansion. In fact, through cycles one
can codify a repeated substitution of terms and find formulas containing large terms
whose proofs need to contain cycles to be 'short' (i.e. to have a polynomial number
of lines). If one is ready to slightly change the rules of the calculus for predicate
logic, [Car97a] shows that proofs with cycles can be turned into cycle-free proofs
with only an elementary expansion. Geometrically, cycles are turned into spirals.
For the propositional case the following question is open and furnishes a motivation for our analysis of cycles in proofs
Does the presence of cycles in proofs ofpropositional logic help to shorten
the length of aproof?
An equivalent formulation of the question is whether or not any cycle in a propositional proof (with axioms defined on atomic formulas) can be eliminated without
substantially increasing the number of lines of the original proof. It is important
to point out here that there are fundamental questions in complexity theory which
are related to the length of proofs. In [CR79] it is shown that the existence of a
proof system for propositional logic where classical tautologies can be proved by
polynomial size proofs in the size of the tautology would imply NP = coNP. Since
this equality looks unlikely to hold, one believes in the existence of tautologies with
only exponential size proofs. For the sequent calculus with cuts the search for
these tautologies seems a particularly hard task and any result on the structure of
proofs might be of help to better understand its combinatorics and related complexity questions. (The reader can refer to [CS97] for a survey on this topics and
references.)
Another motivation for our study is related to the desire of finding a common combinatorial language that expresses complexity phenomena present in both acyclic
boolean circuits and proofs. Several analogies between proofs and circuits have
been observed and for a survey we refer the reader to [Pud96]. One idea discussed
there (pp. 612-618) and which was used to prove lower bounds for propositional
proof systems, concerns effective interpolation. It is due to KrajiEek [Kra97] and
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can be stated as follows: suppose we can show that the propositional implication
A -+ B does not have simple interpolant I (i.e. there is no formula I that is written
with symbols used both in A and B and such that A + I and I + B are provable),
then it cannot have a simple proof. Several lower bounds results for propositional
proof systems, which provide a circuit of polynomial size computing the interpolant,
have been obtained. (See [Pud96] for references.)
Another result is stated in [Car97b]. It is shown that given any acyclic boolean
circuit there is a propositional proof which simulates the computation of the same
boolean function, and where the underlying graph of the proof is the graph of the
circuit. The propositional proof might be required to contain cuts and its underlying
graph is acyclic, as the circuit is.
A basic doubt regarding an effective correspondence between proofs and acyclic
boolean circuits comes from the possibility of having cyclic underlying graphs for
proofs. Therefore one can ask whether or not cyclic proofs are polynomially equivalent to acyclic ones
Given a proof Il (possibly containing cycles), is there an acyclic proof for
the same sequent only polynomially larger than II?
This question was asked in [Bus951 and we show that we can transform a proof
with n cycles into an acyclic one with an expansion bounded by a polynomial of
degree n + 1. In particular, we can always eliminate a single cycle with a quadratic
expansion of the size of the proof.
THEOREM
1. Let II : S be aproof that contains n cycles. If II has k lines then there
is an acyclicproof Il' : S of b(kn+') lines.
The plan of the paper goes as follows. In Section 2 we recall the sequent calculus
L K and the notion of logical flow graph. In Section 3 we prove some basic facts
on cycles in proofs. In Section 4 we introduce two notions which we will use to
eliminate redundancies from the structure of proofs and to ensure some regularity
conditions which will be of help in the proof of Theorem 1. In Section 5 we state
two structural results on proofs and we use them to define a procedure that reduces
the complexity of cut-formulas in a proof. This procedure is a subtle version of
cut-elimination and based on it we show Theorem 1.
We thank an anonymous referee for his/her suggestions.
$2. Basic definitions and notations. In this section we quickly recall known concepts. We present the rules of the sequent calculus L K [Gir87a, Tak871 for propositional logic and define what is a logical flow graph of a proof [Bus9 11.
2.1. The sequent calculus. h he system L K was introduced by Gentzen in 1934
[Gen34]. Here we present a propositional formulation of it restricted to the connectives A, V, 1.The connective 3 will not be considered since it is easily definable
from the 1,
v symbols and the restriction will not affect the generality of our results
as observed in Remark 8.
The axioms are sequents of the form

where A is an atomic formula and r,A are any collections of formulas. (In a
collection we allow multiple occurrences of the same formula.) The formulas A are
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called distinguished occurrences and the formulas in l-,A are called weak formulas.
(Notice the notion of weak occurrence of a formula in aproof given in Section 2.2.)
Logical rules are used to introduce connectives, and they are given as follows:
7

: left

A : right
A : left

i A , l- + A
+ A l , A r2 + A 2 , B
l-1, r2+ A 1 , A2, A A B
A , B, 1- + A
A A B, r + A

1

: right

l- + A, 1 A

r + A, A , B
V : right

l- + A, A

VB

The structural rules do not involve connectives and are the following:
TI + A 1 , A A , r 2 + A2
Cut
l-1,r2+ A i , A 2
l-+A,A,A
A,A,T+A
Contraction
r+A,A
A,r+A
The pair of formulas A in the upper sequent of the contraction rule are called
contraction formulas. In axioms and rules, the formulas in l-, A are called side
formulas. In logical and structural rules, the formulas A (B) in the upper sequent(s)
are referred to as auxiliary formulas and the one obtained by the application of a
rule is called main formula. Notice that the cut-rule has no main formula.
In 1934 Gentzen ([Gen34]; see also [Gir87a, Tak871) proved the following
THEOREM
2 (Cut Elimination Theorem). Anyproof in LK can be efectively transformed into a proof which never uses the cut rule. This works for both propositional
and predicate logic.
This is a fundamental result in logic and we will refer to it several times in
the paper. Let us just mention here that the 'price' of cut elimination is that the
cut-free proof may have to be much larger than proofs without cuts. There are
propositional tautologies for which cut-free proofs must be exponentially larger
than proofs with cuts, and in predicate logic the expansion can be non-elementary.
See [Ore79, Ore93, Sta78, Tse681. For an introduction to the combinatorics and
complexity of cut elimination the reader can consult [CS97].
In the paper we will say that a weak connective is either an A occurring negatively
or an V occurring positively in a sequent. A strong connective is either an A occurring
positively or an V occurring negatively in a sequent.
The size IAl of a formula A is its number of symbols. The size IS1 of a sequent
S is the sum of the sizes of its formulas. The size IIIl of a proof II is the sum
of the sizes of its sequents. The number of axioms and rules of inference in II is
denoted #lines(II). The symbol N(II) denotes the number of axioms, cuts and
logical rules (i.e. contractions are not counted) in II. Clearly N(II) 5 #lines(II),
for all proofs II.
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The logical complexity d (A) of a formula is its logical depth. Formally we say that
d (A) = 0 when A is an atomic formula, d (AAB) = d (AvB) = max{d (A), d (B))+
1, and d ( 1 A ) = d(A) + 1.
2.2. The logical flow graph. To eachproof in the sequent calculus we can associate
a logicalflow graph which is an oriented graph that traces the flow of occurrences
within the proof. This concept was introduced by Buss [Bus91]. Properties of
logical flow graphs are discussed in [Car971 where the notion is used to analyze the
structure of classical proofs. A different but related graph was introduced earlier
by Girard [Gir87] for linear logic proofs: proof nets represent the first tool used to
analyze a proof as a "global" object.
We illustrate the notion of logical flow graph through an example. A formal
definition together with an informal discussion of some of its properties follow (see
also [Bus911 and [Car97]). Take the following proof
(
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\
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C-C
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,
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v
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where the occurrences of the atomic formula C in the end-sequent are logically
linked in the proof through oriented paths. For each application of a rule, we trace
an edge between an occurrence of C in the upper sequent(s) and the corresponding
occurrence of C in the lower sequent of the rule. (The correspondence between
formula occurrences is induced by the rule in the obvious way.) For the axioms
C + C, we trace an edge from the antecedent to the consequent of the axiom.
Similar links are present for the occurrences P and also for formulas which are
logically more complicated, as C A P, l P , 1 P A C and ( C A P ) V ( 1 P A C). For
instance, we will say that there is a path from the occurrence C A P in the second
line of the proof going down until the end-sequent, and similarly for the other
subformulas. Notice that since our axioms are on atomic formulas, the only paths
that will turn over axioms will be paths along atomic formulas. Notice also that
paths can split apart at contractions and that this rule is the only one that allows
the branching.
Let us now detail the formal definition of logicalflow graph.
For each axiom, we trace an edge, called axiom-edge, from the distinguished
occurrence in the antecedent of the axiom to the distinguished occurrence in its
consequent. (Notice that axioms are defined over atomic formulas.)
For each rule, we trace an edge between any positive occurrence of a formula B in
the upper sequent(s) of the rule and the corresponding occurrence of B in the lower
sequent of the rule. Similarly,we trace an edge between any negative occurrence of
a formula B in the lower sequent of the rule and the corresponding occurrence of
B in the upper sequent(s) of the rule.
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If the rule is a contraction, then there are two edges going to (coming from) the
negative (positive) occurrences of B in the contraction formulas and coming from
(going to) the relative occurrence of B in the main formula.
In the case of a cut rule applied to sequents T 1 + A 1 , A and A , r2+ 112, edges,
called cut-edges, are traced between the two cut-formulas A as follows: for any
subformula B of A occurring positively (negatively)in T 1 + A 1 ,A , there is an edge
going from (coming to) it to (from) the correspondent occurrence of B in A of
A , l-2 + A2.
This concludes the definition of the edges of the graph. We say that the logical
j o w graph of a proof Il is the directed graph which we can read off the proof, whose
nodes are labelled by the occurrences of formulas in II, and whose edges are the
links induced by the rules of Il,as defined above.
The logical flow graph carries a natural orientation, as discussed in [Car97,
Car97al. Negative occurrences in a sequent have edges going up in the proof
and positive occurrences have edges going down. Negative occurrences are linked
to positive ones through axioms, and positive occurrences are linked to negative
through cuts, as in the example below

cut

C-C

where the presence of a cut permits the path to turn up again. We linked only some
of the occurrences of C to emphasize the presence of a closed sequence of edges in
the logical flow graph. Any closed sequence of edges in a logical flow graph is called
a cycle. When the nodes of the sequence have only one incoming edge and only one
outcoming edge, the cycle is called simple. The path illustrated in the picture is a
simple cycle. Notice that axioms in our proofs are defined on atomic formulas, and
therefore, cyclic paths can only pass through atomic formulas.
Before concluding this section let us add some more terminology which will be
useful later. A bridge is a path starting from a positive occurrence in the end-sequent
S of a proof Il and ending in a negative occurrence in S. The starting and ending
point of a bridge are called extremes of the bridge. Notice that the proof II is not
assumed to be cut-free and this allows a bridge to pass through cuts in Il.
We say that a logical path is direct when it links two formula occurrences without
passing through cut-edges or axiom-edges. Direct paths in a logical flow graph go
up towards axiom sequents, or go down towards either cut-formulas or formulas
lying in the end-sequent. Because of the presence of contractions in proofs, there
might be several direct paths linking a given formula occurrence to axioms in II.
We say that a weak occurrence of a formula in a proof II is a formula whose direct
paths all go to or come from weak formulas in axioms of II.
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$3. Cycles. In this section we present a number of easy facts about oriented cycles
in proofs. Since we are concerned only with oriented cycles, from now on we do not
refer to the orientation anymore and we simply call them cycles.
We mentioned already that cycles can always be eliminated by applying the cut
elimination procedure to a proof. Let us start by illustrating here how cyclic paths
are split by the process of cut elimination. Suppose to have the following diagram

where P+ and P- are atomic occurrences of P and they appear positively and
negatively inside the occurrences A' and A2 respectively. For instance, A' and A2
might be of the form S V l S , where P+ and P- correspond to the two different
occurrences of S.
Imagine first that there is a path from P+ to P- passing through rJ2. Imagine
also that there is a path starting at P+ inside A' and going down through the
contraction and the cut, up into I l l , and then down again and back through the cut
and contraction a second time to arrive at P- inside A2, as shown in the picture.
After the transformation this cannot happen anymore.

The path starting at P+ inside A' and going into the (upper) copy of II1 will not
have the opportunity to go back through A2, it can only go back into A1 through
IT2, as in the figure. In this way a simple cycle can be broken.

REMARK
3. The phenomenon we described explains how paths (not necessarily
cyclic) split during the process of elimination of cuts. If the path from P- to P+
in TI2 did not exist, we would not have a cycle in the proof but we would simply
have a connection from P+ to P- through I l l that would break after duplication.
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(See [Car97, Car96, Car97al for more information about these phenomena, the
formation of patterns in proofs and their role in the structure of formal proofs.)
The proof displayed in Section 2 contains one cycle and the experts certainly recognized alreadyits correspondence with the construction of the Church numeral 2
in Lambda Calculus. If we look at the proofs corresponding to the Church numeral
n , for any natural number n : we can observe that such proofs contain n - 1 cycles.
For instance consider the proof corresponding to the Church numeral 3
A-A
A,lA

A+A
+ l A ,A
+iAVA

-

A+'A
A,iA+

A

+2

A

lAVA,lAvA,lA,A+
~AVA,TA,A+
contraction A + A
iAVA,iAVA,A+ A
contraction
lAVA,A+A
cut
A+A

This proof contains two simple cycles passing through the axioms labelled by 1
and 2.
PROPOSITION
4. For any natural number n 2 1 , there is aproof with only 1 cut rule
and n simple cycles.
PROOF.The family of proofs corresponding to Church numerals n (for all n > 0)
satisfies the condition.
-I
The number of cycles that a proof can contain is bounded only by the number of
its axioms and it does not depend on the number of cuts contained in the proof. In
fact there is a known procedure (a folklore) which transforms a proof with many
cuts into a proof with only one cut, with essentially the same number of lines.
This procedure leaves unaltered the 'topological structure' of the logical flow graph
of the proof. Namely, no new contraction rules are introduced in the proof by
the transformation and no old ones are eliminated. (Insights and precise results
on the topological structures of proofs can be found in [CS97a, Car97bl.) For
completeness we state here this fact.
5. Let II : S be aproof containing cuts. Then there is a proof 111 : S
PROPOSITION
containing only one cut and the same number of contractions as II. Moreover, the
logical flow graph of II has the same topological structure of the logical flow graph
of rI1.
PROOF.Suppose II to contain m cuts on formulas A I ,. . . , A,. To each pair
of cut-formulas A, in II instead of applying a cut to it we apply a 1:left followed
by a V:left rule to derive l A , V Ai.This will give a cut-free proof of the sequent
l A 1 V A 1 , .. . , l A , v A,, T + A which has the same number of lines as II. In m
applications of the A:left rule we can derive from this sequent

and in d ( m )steps (without contractions) we can derive
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By combining the two sequents with a cut we derive r -, A. The new proof has
only one cut as required, it is of linear size in the length of II and has the same
number of contractions as the original proof.
It is clear from the construction that the logical flow graph of II' has the same
'topological structure' of the logical flow graph of II.The paths have been stretched
but nothing dramatic has been done to the underlying graph (in particular no paths
have been split). No new contractions have been introduced and all the old ones
have been preserved.
-1
In [Car971 it was proved that cut-free proofs do not contain cycles. It was also
sketched there that the presence of cycles depends on the presence of contractions
in the proof. Here we prove this fact as a consequence of the acyclicity of cut-free
proofs. We say that a contraction lies above a cut when the contracted formula has
a direct path to or from a cut-formula of the cut.

PROPOSITION
6. Let II be a proof with no contractions lying above its cuts. Then
the logicalflow graph of II is acyclic.
PROOF.We want to eliminate all cuts in II except those where at least one of
the cut-formulas is weak. These cuts are called innocuous since no cyclic path
can pass through them. We shall prove this fact and derive the statement afterwards.
To show that cyclic paths do not pass through innocuous cuts, observe that
paths passing through weak cut-formulas have to end-up, or have to come from,
weak occurrences in axioms. But weak occurrences in axioms correspond to starting or ending points of paths, since axiom-edges are defined only on distinguished
formulas. Therefore these paths cannot be cyclic.
To show the statement, we apply Gentzen's procedure of cut elimination. Since
we do not have contractions and we want to eliminate only non-innocuous cuts,
the procedure will simply consist on the reduction of the logical complexity of the
cut-formulas, on the permutation of cuts and on the elimination of atomic cuts
from axioms. In particular, we do not remove (since only innocuous cuts require
the removal of subproofs) or duplicate any subproof, and we do not introduce
any contraction formula. In this way, the shape of the proof will be altered but
the 'topological structure' of the logical flow graph will remain unchanged. If II
contains a cyclic path, by the application of the procedure the cyclic path might be
deformed in his shape but there would be no way it would disappear from the proof.
This means that after cut-elimination we should obtain a proof which contains the
cycle, but this is absurd since cyclic paths cannot pass through innocuous cuts and
any cyclic path needs to pass through at least one cut (by the acyclicity of cut-free
proofs).
i
The family of proofs that corresponds to Church numerals shows that there is no
relation between the number of cycles in a proof and the size of the end-sequent.
In particular, the formulas occurring in these cycles are logically linked with the
formulas occurring in the end-sequent. Usually, this is not required. Consider, for
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instance, the following proof

where a cycle passes through occurrences of A, and where no A appears in the
end-sequent. One could ask whether or not such cycles help to shorten a proof.

7 . Proofs with monotone cut-formulas (i.e, they do not contain negaREMARK
tions) cannot contain cycles. To see this is easy since a cycle will always link at least
two distinguished occurrences lying in the same cut-formula (by Lemma 23). One
of the occurrences will be positive and the other negative. But a monotone formula
will contain only positive or only negative occurrences by definition.
REMARK
8. Any proof n formalized with the connective 3 can be easily transformed into a proof 111 where occurrences of the form A > B are replaced by
formulas 1 A V B, and the rules >:left and >:right are substituted by the obvious
combination of l:left, V:left and i:right, V:right, respectively. Since the transformation does not introduce new contractions and does not eliminate any axiom, cut,
nor contraction, the topological structure of 111remains the same as the topological
structure of I I .
$4. Two notions to reduce a structure. All the examples of proofs in the previous
section present a similar structure in the formation of cycles and they might seem
not too convincing since one can easily imagine a proof of their end-sequent which
is smaller in size and cycle-free. Indeed, these examples can be reduced easily to
acyclic proofs by uniform procedures which uniformly act on the structure of proofs
and eliminate trivial "redundancies". We will present here two structural notions
and will describe how to transform a proof in such a way to avoid redundancies.
These two notions furnish some regularity conditions for proofs that will be used
to derive the bounds in Theorem 1.
The first notion has its origin in [Car97].

DEFINITION
9. A proof II is reduced when the following two requirements are
satisfied:
1. (local condition) no binary rule is applied to a weak auxiliary formula in I I ,
no unary logical rule is applied to two weak auxiliary formulas and no contraction
rule is applied to a weak auxiliary formula;
2. (global condition) no occurrence in a cut-formula of IIis weak.
We say that a proof is locally reduced when condition 1 is satisfied. Similarly we
speak about global reducibility when condition 2 is required to hold.
In the example above Remark 7, the proof is not reduced because of the A:right
rule applied to the sequents -+ l A , A and B + B, A to introduce the formula
1 A A A. The auxiliary formula A in B + B, A is weak and the local condition fails
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to hold. The following proof provides another example
B , C --, B

(CAB)AA-+B
where A in the conjunction of A A B -+ A is a weak occurrence. Here, the global
condition fails to hold.
PROPOSITION
10. Let II : S be aproof of k lines. Then there is an efective way to
transform II into a reducedproof IIf : S which has at most k lines. IfII contains no
cuts then the same is true for IIf.
PROOF.It is enough to give a procedure that first transforms a proof into a new
one satisfying the local condition, and then transforms it into a new proof satisfying
the global condition.
The first step was achieved in Lemma 3.2 (pp. 261) of [Car971 (see also Proposition 6.28 pp. 142 in [CS97a]),and the second step was shown in Lemma 3.11 (pp. 265)
of [Car97].
Since the second step of transformation can give a proof which falsifies the local
requirement, one needs to iterate the first and second step until both conditions are
simultaneously satisfied. Such a moment will exist since both steps of transformation always reduce either the size (i.e. the number of symbols) or the number of
lines of the proofs.
-1
The proposition above says that a reduced proof eliminates insignificant structure
from a proof. Some aspects of this are given in the next three results.
PROPOSITION
11. Let II : S be a reducedproof, let c be the number of contractions
and a be the number of axioms in II. Then a c/2.
PROOF.In [Car96].
-I
PROPOSITION
12. Let II : S be a proof with k lines. Then there exists a reduced
2 . k.
proof IIf : S with at most k lines and whose cut-formulas have size I
PROOF.In [Car971(Lemma 3.12,pp. 267). There the statement is slightly different
but its proof gives the bound we look for. (The proof is a direct consequence of the
-I
global condition in Definition 9.)
PROPOSITION
13. Let S be a sequent of size n and II be a reduced cut-free proof of
S of 2@(")lines. Then there is a pair of atomic occurrences B', B2 in S such that the
logicaljlow graph of II contains 2@(")paths starting at B' and ending in B ~ .
PROOEWe shall observe first a few properties that follow directly from the assumptions. Since S is of size n , then the number of distinct subformulas of S is
< n . Also, by the subformula property each formula occurring in II should appear
in S , and since the number of sequents of IT is 2@("),then there should be exponentially many main formulas in II which are subformulas of S . This implies that
these formulas are identified in II by an exponential number of contractions, say
c . By Proposition 11 the number of axioms a should be a 2 c / 2 , since the proof
is reduced, and therefore the number of axioms in IT is exponentially large. Now,
notice that there is a logical path which passes through each axiom, it comes from

>
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a negative occurrence in S and it goes to a positive occurrence in S . Since there are
d (n2) such pairs of occurrences in S , at least one of these pairs should be associated
i
to an exponential number of paths. This proves the claim.
The second notion that we want to define has been introduced in [Car97]. It is
formulated as follows
DEFINITION
14. A proof II is separated if for all pairs of non-weak contraction formulas C' , c2in II and all pairs of direct paths f l , f from (to) C' , c2respectively,
there is a binary rule applied to subproofs 111: C, T1 -, A1 and 112: C, r2+ A2
(respectively 111: T1 -, A l , C and 112: r2+ A2, C) such that the occurrence C in
II, is a variant in f ' , for i = 1,2. The rule R is called separation rule and the proofs
111,112are called separation subproofs for C .
The definition says that a proof II is separated when all pairs of directed paths
from its non-weak contraction formulas, parallel each other until some binary rule
separates them. The proof displaying a cycle in Section 2.2 is not separated.
In [Car971 (Proposition 4.18, pp. 278) it is shown that any propositional proof
can be transformed into a separated proof
15. Let II be a proof in propositional logic. Suppose that II has k
PROPOSITION
lines. There is an efective method to transform II into a proof II' : S which is
separated and has at most k lines.
Roughly speaking, the transformation claimed in the proposition replaces a contraction on a formula C in II with contractions on subformulas of C . This step
turns out to be possible only for propositional proofs since the presence of quantifiers could induce to force contractions on pairs of subformulas of C which differ
in their eigenvariables.
Other properties of separated proofs can be found in [Car97]. Here we only want
to point out one more fact. Let S be a sequent and C be a formula in S . We say that
two occurrences in C are strongly linked when the minimal subformula of C which
contains both occurrences is either positive in S with A as main connective, or it is
negative in S with V as main connective. We speak of weak link when the occurrence
of the minimal subformula is either positive in S with V as main connective, or it is
negative in S with A as main connective.
LEMMA
16. Let II : S be a separatedproof and C be any formula in S . Then there
is no pair of occurrences B1,B2 in C which are strongly linked and connected by a
logical path departing from B', going up to an axiom, turning over it and descending
to B~ through a direct path.
PROOF.The statement follows from the separation property since all pairs of paths
from any two occurrences which are strongly linked should depart into different
subproofs. If this is not the case, then the two occurrences should lie in some weak
-I
formula and therefore no logical path would connect them.
A reduced proof might be non-separated. Take for instance the proofs corresponding to Church numerals. They are clearly not separated. On the other hand
it is trivial to build examples of proofs which are separated but not reduced. Take
for instance any separated proof and apply a binary rule to a weak occurrence in it.
Looking back at the examples of proofs with cycles given in Sections 2.2 and 3,
we observe that all these proofs are non-separated and that Proposition 15 is a linear
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procedure for the elimination of their cycles. There are proofs which are reduced,
separated and contain cycles nevertheless. We provide here an example.
Let II be a proof of the sequent (C V D ) V 1 A -+ l A , C, D, whose last rule is
a cut over formulas ( l ( A V -A) V C ) V ( l ( A V 1 A ) V D) i C, D obtained by
combining the subproofs 111,112defined as follows. Let the proof II1 be
A+A
A -A + -A
A V y A + A,-A
AV-A+AV-A
A V ~ A . ~ ( A V ~ Ac) ++ C
A

i
*

A +* A
A-iA -A+yA
A V 7 A - i A,-A
AVyA-iAV-A
A V ~ A . ~ ( A V - A ) +D - D

A V - A , A V y A , ( - ( A V - A ) V C ) V ( ~ ( A V ~ A ) V D )C , D
contraction
AV y A , ( - ( A V - A ) V C ) V ( - ( A V - A ) V D ) -i C , D
cut
( 1 ( ~ ~ - ~ ) ~ ~ ) ~ ( 1C ,(D ~ ~ 1 ~ ) ~ ~ )

and the proof 112be
A -+* A
- A , A - + l A - +1 A

The cycle goes along the path on A occurrences, passes through the axioms whose
sequent arrow is marked by the symbol * and also through both cuts in the proof.
REMARK
17. The class of separated and reduced propositional proof structures
is algorithmically very poor since it does not codify Church numerals inside it, but
indeed general enough to formulate any complexity question. This is because the
set of tautologies proved by reduced and separated proofs is the complete set of
classical tautologies and for each proof there is a reduced and separated one with
the same complexity (i.e. the number of lines does not augment).
The class of reduced proofs will be important in the next section, to show that
a cycle can be eliminated from proofs in quadratic time. It is this regularity of the
structure of proofs that allows to compute a quadratic bound. The condition of
separation is not essential for Theorem 1, though to consider separated proofs will
slim the details of the transformations.
$5. The eliminationof cycles. We will prove here our main result (i.e. Theorem 1).
We state first two simple lemmas which will be crucial to the proof of the theorem.
Let us denote A[B] for a formula A containing B as a subformula (the formula B
might be A itself). By this notation we intend B to be a specific occurrence of the
subformula B in A.
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LEMMA
18. Let II : T + A, BIA1V A2]be aproof where A1V A2~ c c ~ r s p ~ ~ i t i ~ e l y
in the sequent (i.e. the disjunction is a weak connective). Then there is a separated
proof IIf : T -+ A, BIA1],B[A2]such that N(IIf) 5 2 . #lines(II). Moreover, in the
logical~owgraph of IIf there is a path in IIf linking two occurrences in T, A only if
there is already a path linking them in II.
PROOF.By Proposition 15 we can assume the proof II to be separated and we
want to transform II into a proof IIfby steps. (The hypothesis of separation is not
crucial but simplifies the argument.) We look first at all logical paths in II which
end-up into the occurrence A1 V A2 in the end-sequent (notice that these paths do
not pass through cut-formulas since they should first pass through axioms and our
axioms are on atomic formulas only).
These paths might start from some weak occurrence B1[A1V A2] in some axiom
of II which is logically linked to the subformula Bf[A1V A21 in the end-sequent.
In this case, we replace Bf[A1V A21 in the axioms of II with two weak occurrences
Bf[A1],B1[A2]and we substitute the pair of formulas along the paths until we find a
rule with auxiliary formula Bf[A1V A2] (in II). Before explaining what to do next,
let us consider first those paths that start in some main formula Al V A2 of a V:right
rule. In this case we remove the application of the rule in IIf and substitute the
pair of formulas A1,A2 along the paths until we find a rule with auxiliary formula
Al V A2 ( i n n ) .
What to do next? Remember that we want to construct two formulas B[Al], B[A2]
instead of BIA1 V A2].
Suppose that for any subproof II, : T, + A,, Bf[A1VA2]of II, where Bf[A1V A21
is an auxiliary formula in II, which has a path to BIA1 V A2],we have built a proof
IIL : T, -+ A,, Bf[A1],Bf[A2]. Then for all binary rules applied to II, : To -+ A,, C
and II, in II, we have a pair of binary rules in II' that are applied to two copies of
II, : To -+ A,, C and the auxiliary formulas Bf[A1],Bf[A2]in II/,, respectively. We
obtain a subproof whose end-sequent contains two copies of To,A,. We contract
these formulas pairwise and we do this just after the application of both the binary
rules. (Notice that the side formulas T,, A, and To,A, in II!+ and II, do not
contain any occurrence directly linked to A1 V A2 in the end-sequent because of the
hypothesis of separation. This implies that no subproof of II, has been duplicated
by a previous step of the construction.)
The unary rules in II applied to the auxiliary formulas Bf[A1V A21 and C in
II, : T, -+ A,, Bf[A1v A2] are handled similarly. Suppose that we have built a
proof II: : T!++ A:, Bf[A1],Bf[A2],then we apply two unary rules, one to Bf[A1]
and the other to Bf[A2]. Since unary rules have two premises, we need to add one
occurrence C as a weak occurrence, to ensure the auxiliary formula for one of the
unary rules. This addition does not enlarge the size of the proof (as proved in
Lemma 4.8 pp. 274 in [Car97]). We combine the weak occurrence with Bf[A2].
Any other rule in II is applied in IIf with no manipulation. The treatment of
subproofs II, : Bf[A1V A2],T, -+ A, is analogous. This concludes the construction
of IIf.
The bound on the number of lines of II' follows from the hypothesis of separation.
By construction the treatment of binary rules implies a duplication of some subproof
no of II. As observed above, subproofs no which are duplicated will not be
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duplicated again in further steps of the construction, because II is separated. This
implies that 111contains at most 2 . #line@) logical rules, axioms and cuts.
The property of the logical flow graph of F is easily proved by induction on the
height of the subproofs of II. (Notice that paths linking two occurrences in the
end-sequent of a proof should pass through atomic occurrences.)
-I
Notice that Lemma 18 holds only for propositional proofs. As a counterexample take the provable sequent i Vx.A(x) V l A ( x ) . Clearly, the sequent -+
Vx.A(x), Vx.lA(x) is not provable.
REMARK
19. The transformation described in the proof of Lemma 18 introduces
new weak formulas and new contractions. This implies that in 111we might have
new paths linking occurrences in the end-sequent to weak occurrences in axioms,
and also new bridges. New bridges can be classified in four different groups:
1. a bridge in II whose extremes do not lie in BIA1 V A2], duplicates in 111: both
bridges pass through subproofs II, of II and their extremes are identified in 111
through contractions applied to pairs of formulas in To,A, of IIL.
2, a bridge in II with one of the extremes lying in BIA1 V A2] (but not in A1 V
A2) and the other extreme lying in T, A duplicates into a pair of bridges in 111
having a common extreme lying in T, A (the common extreme is obtained through
contractions applied to pairs of formulas in To,A, for some subproof II, which is
duplicated in 111)and the other extremes lying in B [A1],B [A2],respectively.
3. a bridge in II with both extremes lying in BIA1 V A2] (but not in A1 V A2)
duplicates into a pair of bridges in 111: the extremes of one of the bridges lie in
B[A1] and the extremes of the other lie in B[A2].
4. a bridge in II with both extremes lying in BIA1 A A2] (but not in A1 A A2)
duplicates into a pair of bridges in 111:one of the extremes is in common and lies in
B [A1](let us call D the atomic occurrence in B [A1]corresponding to this extreme),
and the other pair of extremes lie in BIA1],B[A2], respectively. Also, the atomic
occurrence in B[A2]which corresponds to D, is weak.
It is routine to check that this classijication covers all possible cases of duplication
induced by Lemma 18, and that no bridge with an extreme in A, is duplicated. We
shall make use of these facts in the proof of Theorem 1.
20. Let II : T -+ A, B[AlVA2]beaproofwhere AlVA2 occursnegatively in
LEMMA
the sequent (i.e. the disjunction is a strong connective). Then there are separatedproofs
111 : T -, A, BIA1] and 112 : T -, A, B[A2] such that #lines(II1),#lines(II2) 2
#lines(II). Moreover, there is apath between two occurrences in II1 (II2) only ifthere
is already a path linking them in II.
PROOF.We transform the proof II into a separated proof II* whose number of
lines is at most #lines@) (by Proposition 15). We want to build from II* a proof
111: T -+ A, BIA1]. A proof 112 : T i A, B[A2] can be built similarly.
We look first at all logical paths in II* which start from the occurrence A1 V A2
in the end-sequent (notice that these paths do not pass through cut-formulas as
remarked in the proof of Lemma 18 also). These paths might end into some weak
occurrence B1[A1V A21 in some axiom of II. In this case, we substitute B1[A1V A21
with the occurrence B1[A1]all along the path.
There might be also paths that end in some main formula A1 V A2 of a V:leftrule
and in this case we do not apply the rule in 111but we consider as part of 111only
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the subproof supporting the auxiliary formula A1. More precisely, suppose that the
premises of the V:left rule are no : A 1 ,To -+ A, and II, : A2,T, -+ A,. Then
we will consider as part of II1,the proof I I d : A 1 ,To,T, -+ A,, A, obtained from
IIo by adding the formulas T,, A, as weak occurrences. (This addition does not
increase the number of lines of II, as proved in Lemma 4.8 pp. 274 in [Car97]). We
need to do this for all occurrences of A lV A 2 as main formulas. At the end, the proof
111will roughly look as II*except for the subproofs supporting the occurrences A2,
which will be removed. This is because II* is separated. (Notice that the hypothesis
of separation ensures also that the side formulas T,, A, and To,A, do not contain
subformulas linked to A 1 V A2 in the end-sequent.)
The last part of the statement is easily proved by induction on the height of the
-I
subproofs of II.
REMARK
21. If Lemma 20 is applied to a reduced proof II, notice that we might
112which are not anymore reduced because of the addition of new
obtain proofs 111,
weak occurrences (due to the cancellation of some of the subproofs of II). In fact,
I12.The same can be noticed
non-weak formulas in II might become weak in 111,
for Lemma 18: unary rules might be applied to pairs of weak formulas (where one
of the formulas has been added along the construction).
REMARK
22. In Lemma 20, the situation is simpler than the one discussed in
Remark 19 for Lemma 18. The transformation described in the proof of Lemma 20
introduces new weak formulas but no new contractions. This immediately implies
that no duplication of bridges can arise. On the other hand, it might be that given
a pair of occurrences in the end-sequents of 111 and I I 2 , both proofs contain a
bridge between these occurrences. This can happen when the occurrences do not
lie in A 1 ,A2.This fact will play a role in the duplication of bridges (and cycles) in
Theorem 1.
An important point is that, if a bridge in II links two occurrences lying in A 1
and A2,the transformation in Lemma 20 will obviously break this path. We will
use this simple observation in the proof of Theorem 1 where we will combine
Lemma 18 and Lemma 20 to reduce the complexity of specific cut-formulas in a
proof and therefore disrupt cyclic paths in a finite number of steps of reduction.
The procedure we present in the proof of Theorem 1 allows to focus on arbitrary
subformulas of a cut-formula and reduce their complexity. We will be interested
only on those subformulas where a cyclic path passes through and we will reduce
the complexity only of such subformulas. In this sense the procedure can be seen as
a subtle version of cut elimination, where instead one considers all subformulas of
a cut-formula.
Statements similar to Lemma 18 and Lemma 20 hold when the disjunction is
replaced by a conjunction. In the sequel we will refer to Lemmas 18 and 20 even if
we talk about conjunctions. The following statement is a consequence of Lemma 16
and tells us something about the structure of cyclic paths in proofs.
LEMMA
23. Let II be a proof that contains a simple cycle. Then the last rule in
l
7 where the cycle passes through is a cut, which we call special. Moreover, each
cut-formula in the special cut contains a pair of distinguished occurrences that are
connected by a logical path in II and this path is part of the cycle.
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PROOF.We consider the minimal subproof F of II that contains the cycle. By
minimality, the end-sequent of II' does not contain the cyclic path, the last rule of
IT' is a cut and that the cycle passes through its cut-formulas.
When a cyclic path arrives to a premise of the cut-rule, it passes through the
cut-formulas and turns upward towards the axioms. If it does not do that, it will
go down to the end-sequent of IT' by definition of logical flow graph, and this is in
contradiction with the minimality. (Notice that if II' is IT then the path will end-up
into the end-sequent of IT and this is in contradiction with the cyclicity of the path.)
In particular, the cyclic path needs to pass twice through the cut-formulas since any
path coming to the cut-formula and passing through it needs to be rejoined when
cyclic. But this can happen only if once going towards the axioms, the path comes
back (maybe passing through several other cuts) to the cut-formula, passes through
it and joins the other ending. (Note that there might be several crossing of the cyclic
path through the same cut-formula.)
We proved that there is at least a pair of occurrences which lie in one of the
cut-formulas of the last inference of II', and that the occurrences are connected by
-1
a logical path in II' which is part of the cyclic path.
A simple cycle might pass several times through its special cut, back and forth.
DEFINITION
24. Let %?be a simple cycle in the logical flow graph of IT. The set of
cut-edges of %?which belong to the special cut of i?is called special set for g.
The simple cycle lying in the formal proof illustrated in Section 2.2 has a special
set defined by the two cut-edges indicated in the picture.
Notice that the cardinality of a special set is at least 2. This is an immediate
corollary of Lemma 23.
DEFINITION
25. Let g1,g2be two simple cycles in the logical flow graph of II. If
g1,g2have the same special set, then we say that El,g2 are nested cycles.
The two cycles that occur in the proof corresponding to the Church numeral 3 in
Section 3, are nested.
By Definition 25, if the special set of edges for g1is strictly contained in the
special set of edges for g2,then the cycles g1and g2are not nested. For short, we
shall call nested cycle the collection of all those simple cycles of a logical flow graph
of a proof which have the same special set. We shall refer to this latter as special set
for the nested cycle.
We are now ready to show our main theorem.
PROOFOF THEOREM
1. Without loss of generality we assume that II is reduced and
separated. If this is not the case then we apply propositions 10 and 15 repeatedly
to II and obtain a separated and reduced proof which is bounded in size by the
size of IT. (Notice that after a finite number of iterations we always end-up with a
reduced and separated proof since each transformation induced by propositions 10
and 15 reduces either the size, i.e, the number of symbols, or the number of lines of
the proof. This is easy to check.)
We will start showing how to eliminate one simple cycle from a proof of k lines
with a quadratic expansion of its number of lines (the new proof will have at most
5 r 9 (k2)lines).
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We consider the special cut associated to the simple cycle and we assume it to be
applied to the subproofs IT1 : T1 -+ A1, C and n2: C, T2 -+ A2.
The size of the cut-formula C is bounded by 2 . k by Lemma 12 and the fact
that the proof is reduced. But one can do better. In fact, the size of C can
be bounded by 2 . min(#lines(II1), #lines(n2)) 5 k. To see this, note that both
cut-formulas C in nl,112do not contain occurrences which are weak in nl,IT2,
because IT is reduced. This means that all their atomic occurrences have a direct path
to a distinguished occurrence in some axiom of ITl, IT2 respectively. But there are
2.#lines(II1), 2. #lines(n2) many such occurrences, respectively. Hence, the bound.
We look at the cut-formula C . If its main connective is a negation we look at
its immediate subformula and so on until we find the larger subformula B which
is not a negation. Let B1,B2 be the immediate subformulas of B. If there are two
occurrences in B where the cycle passes through which lie one in B1 and the other in
B2, we will proceed as described below. Otherwise, we choose the Bi where the cycle
passes through and repeat the testing over Bi until we find a subformula B which is
either a conjunction or a disjunction and such that there are two occurrences where
the cycle passes through, lying in distinct immediate subformulas of B. Notice that
such a formula B should exist because of Lemma 23.
Suppose that the main connective of B is strong in I l l and weak in IT2. (The treatment is similar if the main connective of B is weak in IT1 and strong in n2.) Suppose
also that B1,B2 are the immediate subformulas of B. Then we apply Lemma 20 to I l l
and Lemma 18 to IT2 and combine the resulting subproofs nl,l: TI + Al, C[Bl],
: Tl + A1, C[B2] and IT; : CIB1],C[B2]r2+ A2 through two new cuts on
CIB1] and C[B2]. The order of the cuts is important here. One should be careful in
cutting first the formula C[Bi]with Bi of larger logical complexity, and then cut the
other. This choice will optimize the number of duplications induced on the proof by
the algorithm. In fact, by the splitting of the subproofs, it might be that the cyclic
path was split and if this is the case then we are done. Otherwise, the algorithm will
proceed to analyze the current special cut, which is the lowest cut through which the
cyclic path passes. By cutting last the formula C[Bi], where Bi has smaller logical
complexity, we ensure that the lowest cut has 1 Bi ( 5 ( B112 5 1 C 112.
The procedure will be iterated at most log k times because the size of C is at most
k and also because at the next step of the procedure we analyze a subformula of Bj
(the subformula might be Bi itself) in C [Bi]of size 5 1 B (12and find a subformula BI
of Bi such that 1 BI 1 < 1 Bi (12. (Note that we do not need to look at the whole C[Bj].)
By Lemma 23, a cyclic path passes through at least two occurrences in B. On
the other hand, after log k steps of iteration we are guaranteed to end-up with an
atomic formula B and this implies a disruption of the cyclic path. Of course, the
procedure can stop in less than log k steps, i.e. as soon as the cycle is disrupted.
Since the number of steps in the algorithm is at most log k , the expansion during
the transformation of IT into a resulting proof IT' is

where the inequality is a consequence of Lemma 18 and Lemma 20 (in each step of
the procedure we start from a proof IT*, we split and recombine its subproofs and
obtain a proof with at most 2 . #lines(II*) axioms, cuts and logical rules).
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To derive the bound on the number of lines, we need to transform the proof II'
into a reduced proof II'' (notice that after the transformation it might be that the
proof II' is not anymore reduced as explained in Remark 21). By Proposition 11,
the number of contractions in IT" is bounded by 2 . #axioms(II''). Therefore
#lines(II1') 5 N (IT")
<3.k2

+ 2 . #axioms(II1')

Before we proceed in explaining how to transform a proof with n simple cycles
into an acyclic one, we would like to clarify a point concerning the creation of new
simple cycles that we left undiscussed until now. There are several ways in which
new simple cycles might be built through the transformation. We shall group them
in three families and discuss the way they arise.
Let us start with a trivial situation that arises with the application of Lemma 20
to 111; it will constitute the first family. Suppose that there is a simple cycle g whose
special cut lies in IT1. The "duplication" of IT1 into
might preserve a copy
of t
9 in the logical flow graph of
and another copy in the logical flow graph of
Clearly, these simple cycles have different special cuts: one lies in I I 1 , l and the
other in
The second family arises when there is a simple cycle %?which passes through
the part of the proof under transformation (i.e. I l l , 112)and whose special cut lies
below this part.
The first situation that we present occurs when Lemma 20 is applied to II1. Suppose that there are bridges in IT, whose extremes lie in some side formula in T I ,A1,
that appear in both
and
(as explained in Remark 22). Since the side
formulas TI,Al of
are contracted by construction (just below 111,1,
II1,2),
the bridges will end-up to have common extremes. If the bridge in IT1 with extremes
in T I ,Al was part of a simple cycle 5Z? in II, then the two new bridges will now be
part of two nested simple cycles. In fact, with the exception of the two bridges
which identify after the contractions, the simple cycles coincide. This is visualized
in the following diagram

rn

i

8

r,

-

\

\

A , crej

\

clejr

/

r,-

A,A,

/

Clearly, the two simple cycles in IT' have the same special cut and the same special set. (Notice that the special cut lies below the contractions through which the
bridges identify.)
The symmetric situation occurs with the application of Lemma 18to IT2. Suppose
that there is a bridge in IT2 whose extremes lie in T2,A2. Lemma 18 might duplicate
this bridge in two copies whose extremes coincide pairwise and lie in r2,
A2 of II;
(see the first group in the classification described in Remark 19). If the bridge in IT2
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was part of a simple cycle g in IT, then the duplication would imply the formation
of a new simple cycle in IT1 which is nested to g. This cycle will have the same
special cut and the same special set of 5Z?. (Notice that the special cut for the two
cycles lies below the subproof of IT which is affected by the transformation.)
Another situation is illustrated by the picture below

where Lemma 18 transforms a bridge in IT2 into two bridges passing through
CIB1],C[B2] and identifies one of their extremes lying in r2,
A2 (see the second
group in the classification described in Remark 19). On the other hand, Lemma 20
induces two bridges in ITl,l,IT1,2 where one of their extremes is identified by the
contractions on the collections T1,A1 in IT1. If the bridge in IT was part of a simple
cycle t9,then after the transformation a new simple cycle would be formed. Again,
the two cycles are nested.
A variation of the previous case is illustrated in the following figure

Suppose that there is a simple cycle t9 passing through A and T I ,A1 in IT. If
the bridge in IT2 is duplicated as in the third group in the classification described in
Remark 19, then a new simple cycle will be nested to t9.
Another variation is illustrated in the following figure
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where the bridge in IT2duplicates as in the fourth group in the classification described
in Remark 19 and recombines, after the "duplication" of ITl, through contractions.
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Suppose that the path in Il is part of a simple cycle. Then, after the transformation,
this cyclic path is duplicated into two simple cycles whose special cut coincides.
The symmetric counterpart to these last two cases is illustrated in the following
diagram
I

I

I /

where the bridges in IT2 duplicate as in the second group in the classification described in Remark 19. Suppose that there is a simple cycle %? passing through A
and r2,
A2 in IT. The procedure induces a duplication of the parts of the cyclic
path passing through IIl, I l 2 and a new simple cycle nested to %? is constructed.
(Again, the special cut of the nested cycles lies below the part of the proof where
the transformation takes place.)
The third family arises when a cycle %? passes through the part of the proof under
transformation (i.e. I l l , Il2) and its special cut is the cut on C applied to I l l , Il2.
This means that the cut on C is special for both %? and the simple cycle under
consideration (in the procedure). Let the two simple cycles pass through "disjoint"
subformulas of C , i.e. C contains a subformula A A B (or A V B) where one
simple cycle passes through A and the other one passes through B. Suppose, for
simplicity, that B is of the form B1 A B2 and that the simple cycle passing through
B , passes through both B1 and B2. (In general, B can have a more complicated
logical form; for instance, it can be of the form 1.. . l ( B 1 A B2) with arbitrarily
many 1preceding the binary connective, or of the form D V (B1A B2). Our analysis
applies to these cases as well.) If we were interested in eliminating the cycle passing
through B , then our procedure would apply Lemmas 18 and 20 and furnish proofs
of three sequents, say Il1.1 : l?l + A1, C [ A A Bl], n12 : l?l + A1, C [ A A B2] and
Ili : C [ A A B1],C [ A A B2]r2+ A2, where one of the cycles passes through B1, B2
and the other through the A's.
There are several situations that might satisfy this setting. We start by illustrating
the simpler one

r1 r>

-

A , A2

where the bridge in n2duplicates as in the third group in the classification described
in Remark 19. The cycle %? passing through A duplicates into two simple cycles,
and both the new cuts are special cuts for the pair of simple cycles. (Notice that, if
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the bridge in IT2 duplicates as in the fourth group in the classification described in
Remark 19, then there would be no duplication of the simple cycle since the bridge
in
would end-up into a weak occurrence in C [ A A B2].This is easy to check.)
A variation of this situation is illustrated as follows

Here, we have a simple cycle in II that passes four times through the cut-formula
r , rlr2
r , r2

A, A,A

A,

2

A2

C. The two bridges in 112have been duplicated in II; as in the fourth group in the
classification described in Remark 19, and they are combined with the bridges in
to form two simple cycles. One of these cycles passes through C [ A A Bl]
only, and the other one passes through both formulas C [ A A B1],C [ A A B2]. AS
one can check from the figure, the special cuts of the two simple cycles are the two
cuts introduced by the transformation.
Let us assume now that %? passes through both B and a subformula A which
is "disjoint" from B in C . Again, we have that cycles might be duplicated. In
the following picture the simple cycle %? in II passes through both A and B1. We
illustrate a transformation that generates two copies of the cycle

whose special cuts are the two new cuts introduced by the transformation.
Before concluding the analysis of the third family of situations, let us notice that
a simple cycle %?,which passes through B1A B2but not through the disjoint formula
A, is not duplicated by the transformation. This is because the cut considered by
the procedure is special for %?,a nd because Lemmas 18 and 20 do not induce any
duplication of bridges whose extremes lie in B1,B2. (In particular, notice that the
cycle that the procedure means to break is not duplicated either.)
The situations treated in the three families discussed above can be used as templates to describe all other cases where new simple cycles arise. In fact, to be exhaustive, we have to consider also the cases where %? passes back and forth through
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the cut-formulas C several times. Our analysis can be applied, in a straightforward way, to capture these remaining cases as well. Take for instance the following
transformation
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which can be classified in the second family, and where the paths in IT2 duplicate as
in the third and fourth group of the classification described in Remark 19. If the
path in IT is part of 5Z?, then the simple cycle is duplicated into two simple cycles
whose special cut coincides.
It is important to notice that by Lemmas 18 and 20, any pair of occurrences in
the cut-formulas C which are unlinked will remain unlinked after the procedure has
been applied to C. Hence, no extra cycle is formed through the transformation,
except the ones which are formed by bridges and cut-edges that already exist.
Notice that, if n different parts of the same simple cycle are involved in a step of
transformation, the duplication might induce the formation of 2" new nested simple
cycles in Il'. Take for instance the following transformation
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and suppose that the two bridges in IT are both parts of the same simple cycle. Then,
after the transformation, we shall have four different simple cycles, one nested into
the other.
All situations classified in the second family induce the number of simple cycles to
increase with the construction but the number of nested cycles to remain the same.
On the other hand, the first and third family induce the number of nested cycles to
augment. The procedure we shall design for the elimination of all cycles will avoid
all situations classified in the first and third families.

i
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We are now ready to present the procedure and discuss its complexity. Let II
be a proof with n simple cycles and ko special cuts. Clearly ko 5 n since there is
exactly one special cut for each simple cycle. Let no,,be the number of simple cycles
associated to the i-th special cut of II, for i = 1, . . . , ko. Clearly no,l+. . .+no,,<,,= n.
A simple cycle is based on a special set. Let mo,, be the number of distinct special sets on which the no,, simple cycles are based. Notice that mo,, is the number
of distinct nested cycles in I3 passing through the i-th special cut. In particular,
mo,, < no,, and therefore mo,l . . . mo,koI n.
We want to transform I3 into an acyclic proof I3'. The idea is to repeat the
procedure (that we shall describe in a moment) until the mo,l + . . . mo,k, nested
cycles are disrupted. Our aim is to eliminate nested cycles and not just simple cycles
as before. The approach is similar though: the procedure considers, one after the
other, the nested cycles in II and it reduces the number of cut-edges in their special
sets. (Put it in another way, it reduces the number of formula occurrences of the
special cut where the nested cycle passes through.) By doing this, we shall guarantee
that the number of special cuts kl is < n and that mr 1 . . . ml k , 5 n , where mr,]
is the number of nested cycles associated, at stage I . to the j-th special cut. In
particular, we shall guarantee that the number of nested cycles does not increase.
In other words, we need to avoid the first and third family of cases in the analysis
above.
By Lemma 23, a special set has cardinality at least 2 and by the procedure, after
a finite number of steps, the cardinality of any special set associated to some nested
cycle is decreased to 1. This ensures the disruption of the nested cycles and the
termination of the procedure.
The procedure is defined as follows. We start from a proof n which is reduced
and separated. As argued for the case of a simple cycle, this implies that the size
of cut-formulas in II is bounded by k , where k is the number of lines in n. We
want to eliminate first those nested cycles whose special cut is higher up in the
proof. Namely, we want to treat first those nested cycles lying in subproofs that
do not contain special cuts except for their last rule of inference. Let C be the
cut-formula. Similarly to the procedure dealing with one simple cycle, we look for
the larger conjunction or disjunction B in C which satisfies one of the following
two conditions:

+ +

+

+ +

1, either B contains two atomic occurrences through which a nested cycle passes
(remember that the special cut that we are considering might be associated to
several nested cycles based on different sets of cut-edges, and that we look for
any one of them here), and which lie in distinct immediate subformulas B1,B2 of
B,
2, or C is a special cut for a pair of nested cycles, one that passes through B1 and
the other that passes through B2,where B1,B2 are the immediate subformulas of B .
(Notice that if the cycle passing through B1 passes also through B2 then condition
1 is satisfied.)
The procedure proceeds, as for the case of a simple cycle, by splitting and recombining subproofs 111,112through two new cuts on the formulas CIB1]and C [ B z ] .I t
will not induce any trivial duplication of nested cycles since the duplicated subproofs
have logical flow graphs which do not contain special cuts. This means that the first
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family of cases is ruled out. The third family of cases is also ruled out. In fact, it
cannot be the case that a cycle passes through both B and a disjoint subformula
in C because the formula B is the largest subformula of C satisfying condition 1,
and also, it cannot be the case that a cycle passes through a subformula of C which
is disjoint from B because of condition 2. On the other hand, it might happen
that several new bridges are "glued" together by the new contractions introduced
in the proof (i.e. the cases classified in the second family can take place). This
might imply the number of simple cycles to increase but not the number of nested
cycles.
Also, notice that the number of special cuts might increase (since a cut is transformed into two cuts by Lemmas 18 and 20). This happens when at least two
nested cycles pass through a special cut on the cut-formula C and, after splitting, one of them passes through one of the new cut-formulas, say CIB1],and
not through the other. If the cut on CIB1]precedes the cut on C [ B 2 ]in the new
proof, then it is certainly special for the nested cycle passing through it. The
cut on C [ B 2 ]b, eing lower, will remain a special cut for the other nested cycles
associated to C which pass through C [ B 2 ]and have not being disrupted by the
splitting.
Since all nested cycles in the new proof were already present in the proof (this
is guaranteed because no case classified in the first and third family can take
place), the number of special cuts remains bounded by n and the inequality
m1,l + . . . + mrk, < n will continue to hold. Notice that, if both cuts on CIB1]
and C[B2]are special, then k r = k r P l+ 1. Also, if at the I-th step of iteration,
r nested cycles have been disrupted (it might be that several nested cycles are disrupted in a single step), then mr,l . . . mr,k, = mr-1,'
. . . mr-~,k,-,- r 5
n.
The procedure reduces a special cut associated to a nested cycle in at most log k
steps, where k is the number of lines of n . (The argument is the same as for the
case of a simple cycle.) Since the number of special cuts remains bounded by n , it is
clear that the special cuts in n will be reduced in at most n . log k steps. Moreover,
notice that the procedure might be activated at most n times by condition 2, since
we can have at most n nested cycles which occur in "disjoint" subformulas in the
special cuts.
If II' is the acyclic proof, we have N (HI) < 2".l0gk+". k = 2" . kn+' , since the
number of steps of the procedure is at most n . log k + n.
As for the case of a simple cycle

+ +

+ +

where II'l is a reduced proof, obtained from II' using Proposition 11.
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